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Interfaces between the absorbing perovskite and transporting layers are gaining attention as the key

locus that governs solar cell operation and long term performance. The interplay of ionic and

electronic processes, along with the asymmetrical architecture of any solar cell, makes the

interpretation of electrical measurements always inconclusive. A strategy to progress in relating

electric responses, operating mechanisms, and device architecture relies upon simplifying the

probing structure. Macroscopic CH3NH3PbBr3 single crystals with symmetrical contacts are tested

by means of long-time current transient and impedance spectroscopy. It is observed that interfaces

govern carrier injection to (and extraction from) perovskite layers through an inductive (negative

capacitance) mechanism with a response time in the range of �1–100 s under dark conditions

and inert atmosphere. Current transient exhibits a slow recovering after the occurrence of an under-

shoot, signaling a complex carrier dynamics which involves changes in surface state occupancy.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4990788

Interfaces between light absorbing perovskites and con-

tact layers, and as a consequence interface-mediated mecha-

nisms, are recognized to constitute issues of primary concern

to progress in our understanding of processes that limit pho-

tovoltaic performance. Because of the intrinsic1–3 (and

extrinsic)4,5 defect transporting character of the perovskite

lattice, the interaction between mobile ions and contacting

materials has been reported as a source of device instability.

It is identified that iodine migrates and reacts with the hole

transporting layer (spiro-OMeTAD), reducing its conductiv-

ity.6,7 Also, gold or silver from contacts is known to interact

with the perovskite layer, opening irreversible degradation

pathways.8,9 Although mobile ions are involved in detrimen-

tal solid state reactions, it is also expected that they partici-

pate in the alteration of determining electronic processes10,11

and particularly causing current hysteresis effects.12–15 For

instance, the reversible interaction between iodine and TiO2

has been proposed to produce charge accumulation at inter-

faces and capacitive currents.6 Electrode polarization pro-

cesses were identified in relation to long time or low

frequency features exhibited by perovskite solar cells, both

in the dark and under illumination.16,17 Polarization at con-

tacts, kinetically governed by mobile ions, has been con-

nected to surface carrier recombination and achievable open-

circuit voltage.18,19 A very recent work20 connects complex

dynamics, involving both electronic and ionic charges at

outer interfaces, to the occurrence of inductive behaviors

observed by impedance spectroscopy. Hence, interfaces

between the absorbing perovskite and transporting layers are

gaining attention as the key locus that governs the solar cell

operation and long term performance.

The analysis of mechanisms at interfaces is certainly

elusive. The interplay of ionic and electronic processes,

along with the asymmetrical architecture of any solar cell,

makes the interpretation of electrical measurements always

inconclusive. Photovoltaic devices operate under illumina-

tion in such a way that it is usually difficult discerning

between light and voltage influences. Furthermore, common

perovskite solar cells comprise polycrystalline absorber

layers so that the material structure is an extra factor compli-

cating the experimental analysis. A strategy to progress in

relating electric responses, operating mechanisms, and

device architecture relies upon simplifying the probing struc-

ture. This is why single crystal, symmetrical samples are

analyzed here.21–23 By examining long-time current transi-

ents and impedance spectroscopy of macroscopic single

crystals, it is revealed here that interfaces govern carrier

injection to (and extraction from) perovskite layers through

an inductive (negative capacitance) mechanism with a

response time in the range of �1� 100 s. The inductive cur-

rent process signals the occurrence of a complex interplay

between electronic and ionic charges in relation to the inter-

face energetics, which seems to be highly dependent on the

surface processing and contacting procedure.

Macroscopic CH3NH3PbBr3 (MAPbBr3) perovskite

monocrystals were prepared by an inverse temperature crys-

tallization technique23 using 1 M solution of PbBr2 and

MABr in dimethylformamide (DMF) [Fig. 1(a)]. The solu-

tion was heated up in an oil bath at 80 �C for about 1 h to

obtain the crystals of about 2–5 mm. Samples show a mono-

crystal morphology as verified by 2D-XRD images (Fig. S1,

supplementary material). Crystals were washed with diethyl

ether, placed in the vial with argon gas, and transferred to

the glove box with a nitrogen atmosphere. Contacts were

deposited at two opposite facets with a non-polar solvent
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(hexane) carbon paste. Then, to avoid the effects of moisture

and oxygen, devices were encapsulated with an Ossila epoxy

resin and removed from the glove box [Fig. 1(b)]. Transient

measurements were performed using Autolab potentiostat at

room temperature with no illumination applied for various

voltage steps until the current stabilization (�30 min).

Impedance Spectroscopy measurements were performed on

a Solartron SI 1260 Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer with a

Solartron Dielectric Interface 1296 device in ambient condi-

tions, with no illumination applied. The AC voltage was set

at 0.05 V, and DC was altered from 0 to 2 V. The following

measurements were performed for 3� 3� 1 mm3 crystals.

Figure 2(a) shows a reproducible example of the rather

symmetrical I-V curve. It is noticeable that the characteristic

exhibits non-ohmic responses for positive and negative bias.

Figure 2(b) displays an example of the transient response of

perovskite single crystals to a voltage step from zero to the

voltage indicated in each curve. The measurement is per-

formed for several orders of magnitude by changing the sam-

pling time to avoid data saturation. It is apparent from the

transients at short time (t < 1 s) that current exhibits a rather

constant value. After that point, current decreases and eventu-

ally reaches a minimum (t � 100 s), with a subsequent partial

recovering for longer times. Therefore, current undergoes an

undershoot that cannot be modeled by using simple RC cir-

cuit elements. This response requires the incorporation of

inductive elements accounting for the current recovering for

t� 100 s. The simplest approach relies upon the phenome-

nological equivalent circuit drawn in Fig. 3. Each branch

accounts for a current contribution that differently evolves

with time. The series RCC subcircuit responses with a current

decay and gives rise to the current decrease at intermediate

times (t � 1� 10 s). The inductive series subcircuit RLL is

responsible for the long-time current increment. The resistive

element R0 provides a constant current contribution. It should

be noted that the equivalent circuit in Fig. 3 only accounts for

small AC perturbation of a given steady state and long-time

(low-frequency) responses. Figure 3 does not convey infor-

mation about DC equivalents, as those devised for Schottky

contacts. The current response of the equivalent circuit in

Fig. 3 can be readily derived by calculating the inverse

Laplace transform corresponding to the voltage step function

V ¼ V0uðtÞ as iðtÞ ¼ V=Z, with Z being the impedance of the

equivalent circuit. The current transient result as

iðtÞ ¼ V0

1

R0

þ 1� e�tRL=L

RL
þ e�t=RCC

RC

" #
; (1)

in which the three contributions are visible. Although more

sophisticated equivalent circuits can be devised, transient

FIG. 1. (a) CH3NH3PbBr3 single crystal resulting from the inverse tempera-

ture crystallization technique. (b) Perovskite single crystals after carbon

paste contacting and epoxy resin encapsulation.

FIG. 2. (a) Example of the reproducible I-V curve showing the symmetrical

and non-ohmic response. (b) Experimental current transient (dots) using a

perovskite single crystal in response to a voltage step from zero to the

indicated voltage. The calculated response (solid line) using the proposed

equivalent circuit in Fig. 3 is shown. For the simulation, the following set

of parameters has been used: R0 ¼ 9:5 MX, RL ¼ 9:5 MX, RC ¼ 4:5 MX,

L ¼ 1000 MH, and C ¼ 5 lF, independently of the voltage step.

FIG. 3. Equivalent circuit used for transient current simulation showing

capacitive and inductive branches.
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current is easily simulated to compare it with experimental

responses. As observed in Fig. 2(b) (red solid lines), the

model in Eq. (1) reproduces the main features, signaling a

minimum at intermediate times. The simulation departs from

the experimental response because Eq. (1) only includes ideal

circuit elements. In addition, the model in Fig. 3 assumes

voltage-independent circuit elements. More accurate fitting

needs generalized circuit elements (i.e., constant phase ele-

ments), with explicit voltage dependences. However, this

generalization cannot be readily interpreted and requires

additional justifying explanations. This is why modeling is

limited to ideal capacitive and inductive elements despite that

it provides poorer fitting. In any case, the model in Fig. 3

reproduces the observed current undershoot, which is the cen-

tral experimental feature. From Eq. (1), one can readily calcu-

late the current limits as ið0Þ ¼ V0½1=R0 þ 1=RC� and ið1Þ
¼ V0½1=R0 þ 1=RL�.

It is noted that R0 is necessary to smooth the response

near the current minimum that, otherwise, results in exces-

sively abrupt transients. By examining Eq. (1), one can infer

the effect of two different time constants related to the RC
and RL series coupling as sC ¼ RCC and sL ¼ RL=L. The

experimental data in Fig. 2(b) indicate that sL > sC in order

to produce the observed current undershoot, and the simula-

tion provides values as sC � 22 s and sL � 105 s. Other

parameter combinations as sL < sC or sL ¼ sC do not exhibit

any transient minima in Eq. (1). This indicates that the

inductive process activates after the capacitor charging.

Because of the modeling limitations mentioned above, our

approach only captures the essential features of the current

response, being the reported characteristic time value estima-

tions of the order of magnitude of the kinetics.

Our experimental conditions, with no light irradiation

and symmetrical contacts, are intended to stress carrier injec-

tion/extraction over other electronic mechanisms such as car-

rier recombination. By examining the transient experiments,

it is inferred that current is coupled to a capacitive mecha-

nism that is connected in previous works to the ionic polari-

zation at the outer electrodes.17 The order of magnitude of

the capacitor (1–10 lF) signals the formation of an ionic

double layer in the vicinity of the perovskite/electrode inter-

face. The initial decrease in current as observed in Fig. 1(c)

is then connected to the interface capacitor charging pro-

duced by the combined effect of moving ions and injected

electrons. The model in Fig. 3 and the fact that sL > sC sug-

gest that electronic carrier extraction is enhanced after

capacitor charging. This is electrically represented by the

effect of the inductor, provided that the device comprises

ion-blocking electrodes, as it is indeed the case because ions

are confined within the perovskite material. Iodine vacancies

have recently been identified as the prominent mobile defect

contributing to electrode polarization.24 The issue of the

influence of the ion distribution within the perovskite bulk

and its effect on electronic carrier collection has been

recently addressed.11 In opposition to the effect of extended

ion space charge regions entering the absorber bulk, the

occurrence of interface ion accumulation layers locates elec-

tronic carrier recombination at the outer interfaces and,

similarly, makes electronic current highly dependent on the

injection/extraction properties of the interfaces.19

A related experiment, which allows corroborating the

observation of inductive currents by transient methods, is the

analysis of low-frequency impedance responses. Although both

experiments are not straightforwardly comparable (impedance

modulates a steady state, while transients respond to large

amplitude voltage steps), inductive fingerprints should indeed

occur in impedance responses. From the equivalent circuit in

Fig. 3, one can expect that the inductive branch yields a cross-

ing to negative capacitance in the impedance plot (Z0 � Z00) for

lower frequencies. This is what is reported in Fig. 4(a). For

0.5 V DC bias, the impedance develops a large inductive arc, in

agreement with the equivalent circuit and the current recover-

ing for long times. Resistances differ from that extracted from

transient responses as both techniques are not equivalent. It is

noted that for larger voltage polarization [1 V in Fig. 4(a)], the

inductive mechanism becomes more featured with multiple

negative capacitance arcs. This fact signals the complexity of

the interfacial charge extraction mechanism that cannot be

modeled by simple equivalent circuits (Fig. 3). For a detailed

impedance fitting, see the supplementary material. By examin-

ing Fig. 4(b), one can observe how the inductive (negative

capacitance) response onset is shifted toward higher frequen-

cies as the voltage increases. This fact implies that the kinetics

of inductive currents is fostered by the bias voltage. It is also

noted that the time scale of the inductive mechanism kinetics

appears to be accelerated when tested with impedance as com-

pared to values exhibited by current transients. Apart from

differences in measuring conditions, the variation in surface

processing and contacting procedures might be behind the

observed dispersion.

FIG. 4. (a) Impedance plot of perovskite single crystals exhibiting the low-

frequency inductive (negative capacitance) response. It is observed that the

inductive behavior is more featured for higher potentials. (b) Variation of

the capacitance absolute value with bias voltage. At high frequencies,

responses collapse to the geometrical capacitance. Singularities point to the

quadrant crossing in the onset of the negative capacitance. The 0 V spectrum

without induction is marked.
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This kind of inductive, low-frequency response has been

previously reported for perovskite devices.25 In some cases,

it has been connected to the enhancement of recombination

mechanisms26 or to the interplay between surface polariza-

tion and recombination.20,27 Other works observe inductive

loops under vacuum conditions (10�3 mbar) and propose

electrochemical reactions involving iodine.28 These explana-

tions are not exclusive. We stress that the observed coupling

between capacitive and inductive behavior points to interfa-

ces as the locus governing injection/extraction processes, in

agreement with the observation of negative capacitance in

electrochemical systems.29 The fact that accumulation

capacitances are measured at low-frequencies18 locates the

current recovering mechanism (induction) also at outer inter-

faces. As inferred from transient analysis, capacitances

exhibit 1–10 lF values, precluding absorbing bulk mecha-

nisms as causing charge accumulation. Models accounting

for inductive responses were introduced in the case of

single-carrier organic diodes relying upon the dynamic

change in occupancy of surface electronic states.30,31 Those

models highlight that carrier extraction depends on the fill-

ing/release of interfacial intermediate states which occupa-

tion lags with respect to the voltage stimulus. The kinetics of

the occupancy may exhibit rather complex behaviors as

those observed, at high voltages, in the double inductive

response in Figs. 4(a) and S2 (supplementary material).

Although much more experimentation is needed here, we

can propose that the density and energy distribution of inter-

face states lie behind the featured carrier extraction dynam-

ics. The density and energy position of such interface states

may well be influenced by the local distribution of mobile

ions so as to expect a coupling between ionic and electronic

kinetics. In our measurements, the influence of extrinsic

defects can be ruled out as samples are kept in an inert atmo-

sphere during encapsulation.

In summary, our experiments indicate that the electronic

carrier injection (both from and into the perovskite material)

is a featured mechanism connected to the observation of

inductive (negative capacitance) responses. The net effect of

these processes is the enhancement in current injection after

long term polarization, which is visible both for transient and

impedance techniques. It is proposed that the kinetics of sur-

face states is coupled to the migration of ionic charges in

such a way that the carrier injection/extraction undergoes

intricate dynamics, giving rise to complex current patterns,

highly dependent upon surface processing.

See supplementary material for 2D-XRD images,

detailed impedance analysis and fitting results.
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